Abstract. Chehata and Clifford gave the two most well-known examples of ordinally simple ordered groups. Chehata's example is also algebraically simple. These two examples are shown to be similar. Clifford's ordered group is shown to have a nonabelian algebraically simple subgroup.
orddmally simple ordered groups group can be so defined for any ordered field in place of Q. Chehata showed in [1] that CH is simple.
Let D be the group of order preserving permutations of Q whose supports are right bounded (that is, V/ G D 3a, G Q such that Vß > cy, Bf= ß) and consist of a finite number of linear pieces. We order D the same way as CH. Notice that CH is an o-subgroup of D. Also note that D is ordinally simple. For a description of more general o-groups of this type, see Dlab [4] . We now show that Clifford's o-group like Chehata's can be realized as an o-subgroup of D.
Theorem. CL can be o-embedded into D. In either case this shows that the slope of the rightmost nonidentity piece is (jY\ So if nk > 0 (i.e. g > 0), gtp is a positive element of D. As a consequence «p is 1-1.
One should note that (CL)ç> consists of those elements of D whose slopes of the linear pieces are integral powers of \. In fact, if g -gr"!gr"J. .. g* the linear pieces break at rx, r2,. . . ,rk and the slope of the piece with domain [r¡_,, r,] is (¿f where n = s;_,. «,.. We can define other "Clifford-like" groups by adjusting the conjugation as follows. For 0 < t < 1, define CL, to be the o-group generated by {&.}, r G Q, such that g~ lgsgr = g(i_,)r+ö for r > s. Order CL, in the same manner as CL. Note that if t =5, we have Clifford's o-group. We can now embed CL, into D in a completely analogous fashion. The generators of CL, will then have t as the slope of their first nonidentity piece. The permutations determined by elements of CL, will then be those of D that have as slopes of their linear pieces powers of t. The theorem concerning the simple subgroup of CL, is of course the same as for CL.
